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Outline for the final assessment report

Chapter 1 Introduction
1. APEC Supply Chain Connectivity Framework Action Plan
2. SCFAP Measurement Framework
3. Interim Assessment of SCFAP

Chapter 2 External Indicators Assessment
1. Building infrastructure & capacity (Infrastructure, Logistics capacity and Connectivity)
2. Streamlining procedures (Clearance, Documentation)
3. Strengthening rules & institutions (Transparency, Regulations & standards, Transit)
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Chapter 3 Internal Indicators Assessment
1. Chokepoint 1: Transparency
2. Chokepoint 2: Infrastructure
3. Chokepoint 3: Logistics Capacity
4. Chokepoint 4: Clearance
5. Chokepoint 5: Documentation
6. Chokepoint 6: Connectivity
7. Chokepoint 7: Regulations & Standards
8. Chokepoint 8: Transit
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Chapter 4 Analysis on Self-Assessment Survey
Respondents include: (1) CTI representatives of 21 Economies (including the lead economies of the specific chokepoints); and (2) the Convenor or Chair of the 9 sub-fora and working groups (SCCP, TPTWG, SFOM, EWG, SMEWG, MAG, ECSG, SCSC, TEL).

Chapter 5 Results from the Systematic Approach and Other Measurement of Trade Costs

Chapter 6 Conclusion and Recommendation
II. Possible timeline
1. CTI3 2015: agreement of report outline and questionnaire for the self-assessment
2. February 2016: circulation of questionnaire to economies
3. CTI2 2016: submission of draft final report
4. CTI3 2016: submission of final report
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